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Foreword

I am very proud of everything the UK Israel Tech Hub has done in assuring
that British companies are first in line for discovering Israel's world-leading
innovative technology. Since it was established in 2011, the UK Israel
Tech Hub has generated millions of pounds worth of deals, reflecting
innovation partnerships for the benefit of UK and Israeli companies. The
Hub has also transformed the Israeli perception of the UK as a globally

attractive place for business, investment, tech and innovation.
What makes the Hub unique is its driving spirit of collaboration. It goes beyond the classic model of
import and export, seeking new business win-win partnerships between the two countries with a
proactive market approach that focuses on sectors where both economies can grow. Additionally,
this public-private model leverages government funding to secure donors and sponsors, as well as
private sector companies paying for the Hub's services. This reconfirms the value the Hub brings,
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while ensuring its sustainability.
Facilitating 175 business relationships and a potential benefit of 800 million pounds to the
economies, the UK Israel Tech Hub now serves as a flagship programme. Based on its tremendous
success, and drawing on the experience and expertise gained in Israel, we are now launching a
global network of hubs in new countries, as part of the British government’s efforts to connect more

Cyber security
Healthcare Innovation
CleanTech
EdTech
FinTech
ArabTech

emerging tech ecosystems to the UK economy.

Matt Hancock

The Rt Hon Matt Hancock MP,
Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
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A Year in Review

THE HUB'S

The UK Israel Tech Hub is committed to serving as a catalyst for

picked up the initial seeds we planted for tech partnerships, and

exponential innovation growth in British companies. This requires

did what they do best: create lucrative business partnerships.

us to embed ourselves in the Israel tech scene, sensing the latest

This meant less focus this year on sectors such as AdTech, Fintech

industry-transforming technologies in Israel. This past year we saw

and AgriTech, and instead a deep dive into Cyber Security, Smart

more and more UK organizations using cutting-edge technologies;

Cities, and Future Mobility. We also focused on creating 8 long-

AI and deep learning to help make smarter business decisions,

term strategic programmes which we believe have the ability to

virtual assistants and chatbots to exponentially increase customer

transform the way a large British company innovates, and thus,

engagement, blockchain to transform the way enterprises operate,

securing a future in a technology driven world.

and a huge growth of scalable IoT projects specifically in the
context of smart cities and smart industries. Our job is to make

The Hub’s Impact Report is an opportunity to keep our eye on the

sure British companies are the first to discover the finest in these

metrics that matter. With thanks to the great work of the Hub

disruptive technologies.

team members past and present who passionately make all of this
possible, in particular to Naomi Krieger Carmi who paved the way

This requires developing clear innovation briefs from UK companies

to many of the results we see in this report, we are very proud of the

to ensure these technologies meet the specific needs of UK

results we present in this report.

IMPACT TO-DATE

£85
£800
£15.4

MILLION

TOTAL DEAL VALUE
[ANNOUNCED]

LONG-TERM

STRATEGIC

8

PROGRAMME

MILLION

industries. As laid out in the grand challenges of the Government’s
industrial strategy, AI is top priority for 2018 onwards. The Hub

As we have often said: behind every statistic is a story. We think

recently held an exclusive Ambassador-led AI roundtable session,

you’ll be informed and inspired by this year’s edition.

bringing together top UK corporations and academia with Israel’s
top innovators to discuss AI’s power to transform an entire industry.
It’s events like these that pave the way for innovation partnerships.

POTENTIAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
TO THE UK

MILLION

Each year we re-evaluate where our British partners stand in their
innovation journey, and where we can support the market gap
between corporates and disruption. We were pleased to see that

David Quarrey,

Haim Shani,

Ayelet Mavor,

some sectors needed less of our attention as the private sector

UK Ambassador to Israel

Chairman

Director

ANNUAL AVERAGE VALUE
OF PARTNERSHIPS

83%

OF HUB ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS
SAY THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO
DO TECH-RELATED BUSINESS
WITH THE UK

175
INNOVATION PARTNERSHIPS
FACILITATED

54
INNOVATION PARTNERSHIPS
PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED
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HUB MODEL

PULSE OF INNOVATION
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A NEW MODEL OF COMMERCIAL DIPLOMACY
ACCELERATING GROWTH IN THE UK ECONOMY

SENSING THE PULSE

OF INNOVATION

The UK Israel Tech Hub facilitates win-win international innovation partnerships catalyzing
exponential growth in the UK economy.

The ecosystem of new technology and innovation is dynamic and complex. The Hub makes sure to reassess its
CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT
To increase probability of outcomes,
the Hub continues to liase the UKIsrael partnerships to better refine the
innovation brief, further scout and
cater to the needs of specific projects.

strategy annually, relentlessly consulting with key opinion holders in the private sector to make sure it focuses on

WIN-WIN OUTCOMES
A variety of tools for the UK partner
to incorporate innovation into their
organization.

the most prominent innovation needs in the UK, as well as the latest offerings from Israel’s trend-setting ecosystem.

Innovation
Partnerships

This agile approach allows the Hub to sense the pulse of the latest tech trends. Below were our main areas of focus
for 2017-2018.

Annual
Scouting
Visits to IL
R&D
Center

SCOUTING ISRAELI TECH

Long-Term
Strategic
Programmes

IN-DEPTH SCREENING

Local
Innovation
Ctr
Partnerships

BESPOKE VISITS

Run
POCS

Accelerator
Programmes

BROKERAGE EVENTS

Smart Cities

Cyber Security

Future Retail

Insurtech

Mobility

Healthcare

Arabtech

Edtech

u

STRATEGY REPORTS

Exponential
growth trajectory
Vs.

TECH COMPETITIONS
>

Growth

HUB METHODS
Based on the challenge defined, the
Hub uses various methods in order
to pull specific Israeli innovation and
experts that meet the needs of UK
organizations.

>

DEFINING THE INNOVATION GAP
The Hub works with UK organizations
to help develop their specific
innovation briefs, while continually
scanning the Israeli market for
tomorrow’s tech trends.

LIASING GATEKEEPERS

Time

u

linear growth

Innovation

8
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HUB HIGHLIGHTS

TIMELINE
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HUB HIGHLIGHTS

March

2017-2018

TeXchange: 3 day UK
programme

5-yr Anniversary
Gala Dinner

UK Digital Strategy...creating five

Retail Roundtable (London)
Arab Entrepreneur Delegation
to Calcalist (London)

Engagement

490

150+
UK COMPANIES THAT
ENGAGED IN HUB ACTIVITIES

ISRAELI COMPANIES THAT
ENGAGED IN HUB ACTIVITIES

October

150

11

INDUSTRY-WIDE
DELEGATIONS

IN-DEPTH BESPOKE
VISITS OF UK COMPANIES

12

2

15

INVITE-ONLY ROUND
TABLE DISCUSSIONS

ANNUAL STARTUP
COMPETITIONS

PUBLIC NETWORKING
EVENTS

new international tech hubs...
modelled on the successful UK
Israel Tech Hub.

Transport for
London Visit
UK Retail
Delegation to IL

August

MEDIAN ATTENDEES AT
NETWORKING EVENTS

5
ACTIVITIES

In the Press

September

UK Mobility
Delegation

RBS Visit

Rolls Royce Visit

Texchange SendOff Event

Cyber for Mobility
Workshop

Minister Allister
Burt Visit

December

Founders & Coders in partnership
with the UK Israel Tech Hub…help
Israeli Arabs with their international

Founders & Coders
Christmas Party

business skills through technology
and innovation.

February

January

June

Aviva Insurance
Delegation

Sir Simon McDonald
Visit

Dangoor Health
Initiative Launch

Delegation of UK Gov't
& Aviva CiSOs:

GSK Visit

GESA Awards

Astrazeneca Visit

UK-Albania Tech Hub first visit
to London

CISO Business Breakfast
Cyber Security
Roundtable
Texchange Launch
Reception

AI Roundtable
"Working with the
NHS" Seminar

RBS Cyber & Open
Banking Visit
UK-Israel EdTech Task Force

Lord Mayor Fintech
Session (IL)

The British Embassy Israel...
launched a programme designed
to help incorporate Israeli
digital health technology into
the UK and its NHS

11

SUCCSSES STORIES
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Israel is known to be a global center for
cyber innovation. If we aren’t tapping
into that we’re missing a huge trick.

Mike Hodgson

Head of Innovation Engagement,
BT Security

TeXchange 2017: CYBER
TeXchange is the flagship programme of

solutions for enterprise and network security.

the UK Israel Tech Hub. It is aimed to give

These domains play to Israel’s strengths as a

UK corporates a competitive edge through

tech leader in big data, IoT, and cybersecurity.

partnering with Israeli innovation. The initiative

Meanwhile, the UK is eager to adopt and

includes a startup competition that culminates

implement security solutions to meet the

during a three-day immersive programme in

needs of their cyber security strategy.

the UK for the winning Israeli startups. The

With a dedicated focus on matching supply

programme fosters business partnerships,

and demand, TeXchange annually results in

market access and co-investment. TeXchange

dozens of business opportunities for UK and

2017 focused on innovative and disruptive

Israeli companies.

HSBC’S GLOBAL INNOVATION
Impact

12

DEALS IN PROGRESS

150

BUSINESS INTRODUCTIONS

45 14 12 11
COMPANIES
APPLIED

BRITISH
PARTNERS

COMPANIES
SELECTED

SESSIONS

During the last 3 years, the UK Israel Tech

HSBC has increased its innovation activity

Hub has been actively supporting HSBC in its

engagement in Israel in recent years. This

innovation journey in Israel and expressed the

strategic involvement aims to create a framework

Government's support through joint initiatives,

for implementing various technology solutions

as well as hosting a high profile delegations of

across different touch points of the bank. HSBC

senior executives from HSBC Group.

has also partnered with The Floor, Israel’s first
Fintech Hub strengthening the bank’s contacts
with the vibrant Israeli tech scene.

LONG-TERM

STRATEGIC

PROGRAMME

13

SUCCSSES STORIES

”

”

The Hub is facilitating a very important collaboration
between the digital and life sciences community in
Israel and London. This initiative introduces the best
digital health innovation, improving the health of
Londoners and allowing the NHS to benefit from the
huge expertise of Israeli technology.

Dyson recognises the importance of accessing
world class expertise, wherever it is. This service
has helped us identify a partnership which now
supplements our in-house knowledge. It is great
to see the UK government offering such support.

Mark Taylor

Charlie Davie

Research Director, Dyson

Managing Director of UCLPartners

THE UK ISRAEL DANGOOR
HEALTH INITIATIVE

LONG-TERM

STRATEGIC

PROGRAMME
Impact

Digital health is an increasingly important arena

partnership with Israel's IBM Alpha Zone and

of healthcare, and has been identified as vital to

DigitalHealth.London, an NHS programme.

the future strategy of UK healthcare and the life

DigitalHealth.London will provide participating

science industry. With the generous support of

startups key insights on the interests and

6

British philanthropists, David and Judy Dangoor,

needs of UK healthcare and will mentor these

PARTICIPATING

the UK Israel Tech Hub developed an initiative

companies on how to navigate the NHS, while

COMPANIES PER YEAR

to create a pipeline of up to 6 technologies per

Alpha Zone will be on the ground strengthening

year of the best Israeli healthcare innovations

startups for the enterprise market.

20

for the UK’s healthcare sector. The Dangoor
Healthcare Initiative built an accelerator in

WEEK SEMESTERS
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84

COMPANIES INTERESTED
IN INITIATIVE

DYSON PARTNER WITH BREEZOMETER
AIR-QUALITY INNOVATORS
Impact

The increasing concerns for climate change

discussion to meet with a Dyson delegation

have governments and industries looking for

to Israel. Dyson was intrigued by participating

sustainable innovations. Dyson was rigorously

company ‘Breezometer’, creators of a leading

researching various markets for a reliable

air quality API, and an in-depth working

way to solve indoor air pollution when they

relationship was formed. Dyson integrated the

decided to expand their innovation search to

air quality data in their own app and range of air

engage with Israel. The Hub acted for Dyson

purifiers, alongside various interactive marketing

by helping formulate a technology brief, and

campaigns to create a massively successful new

10

2

pulling relevant Israeli cleantech companies

product line, the “Dyson Pure Cool Link”.

ISRAELI TECHNOLOGIES

BESPOKE VISITS

and innovators to an exclusive roundtable

10
PRESENTED

MONTHS
FROM
HANDSHAKE
TO PRODUCT

15

SUCCSSES STORIES
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The UK education system is among the best in the
world, with a strong appetite for innovation and
staying ahead of the curve. Israeli EdTech offers
exactly that. The Hub has been strengthening the
connection between the two countries in this sector,
especially via the EdTech Task Force.

The Hub helps connect us to leading Israeli start-ups.
We’ve progressed a number of start-ups to production
at scale to improve the way we serve customers and
run our business. Israeli innovation continues to have
a positive impact on the bank’s strategic agenda. The
Hub is a notable contributor to this success.

Avi Warshavsky

Director of Innovation, RBS

Kevin Hanley

CEO, MindCET

THE UK-ISRAEL
EDTECH TASK FORCE
EdTech solutions provide the opportunity to

and UK’s BESA and Arie Capital, a UK fund

give teachers more resources and improve the

specializing in Israeli technological investment,

learning experience for students. Understanding

as well as over 30 members of the Taskforce,

the immense need for innovation in the field of

representing stakeholders of both markets. As

education was at the core of the UK Israel EdTech

part of the cooperation in the Task Force, Israeli

Task Force and Investment Table, a top-down

startups will be able to test their products in the

initiative, aimed at finding ways to incentivize

large market of the UK educational system, while

entrepreneurs and teachers and investors to

UK startups will be able to test their products on

actively pursue this market opportunity. The main

diverse and special populations such as those

partners in this initiative are Israel’s MindCET

existing in Israel.

LONG-TERM

INNOVATION SCOUTING: RBS

LONG-TERM

PROGRAMME

The Royal Bank of Scotland and the Hub have

The bank understands the various models for

been working together for the past four years

engagement and has connected with the local

PROGRAMME

with regards to the bank’s innovation strategy

entrepreneurial ecosystem, as well as established

in Israel. RBS’s initial visit to Israel in October

strategic partnerships in Israel, through joining

2014, organised by the Hub, was followed

Israel’s newest Fintech Hub “The Floor”. Going

by an innovation session at RBS London in

forward the Hub’s work will focus primarily

March 2015 as part of the Hub’s TeXchange

on non-fintech areas such as cyber security.

programme. Today, after eight more visits

In addition, the Hub will promote the bank’s

to Israel by RBS senior executives, another

entrepreneurship agenda across sectors, via the

TeXchange innovation session and additional

“Entrepreneurial Spark” Programme in the UK

INVESTMENTS

MILLION

activities, the bank’s commitment to source

and its promotion in Israel, and will help boost

ANNUALLY

FUND IN NEXT STAGE

innovation from Israel is stronger than ever.

the RBS brand in Israel.

STRATEGIC

Impact

50K

SEED INVESTMENTS

4-6

30

STRATEGIC

Impact

300 + 6.4M
42 20 7
COMPANIES MET

UK CUSTOMERS
PROTECTED

IN STAGE OF FINAL
QUALIFICATIONS

POCS/
PILOTS

IN
PRODUCTION

17

SUCCSSES STORIES
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Graduate Successes

In the Arab tech community there is a lack of exposure
to international business environments which create a
gap in skills needed to scale up globally. Through FAC
Nazareth, we help develop career opportunities in
the Arab sector while bringing London's cosmopolitan
experience to Nazareth.

BILAL ZAHRA | EKtab
RATED AS THE LEADING
E-BOOK STORE IN THE
ARAB WORLD

JAFAR SABAH | BEAM RIDERS
CHOSEN AS THE “EDTECH
STARTUP TO WATCH” BY THE
LEADING GEEKTIME

RAMI YOUNIS | MINDOLIFE
CLOSED A DEAL OF
WITH
INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY

SALIM NIMRI |
MOBLITYINSIGHT RAISED
TO DEVELOP
VEHICLE FLEET
AND TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

AMIR OUNALLAH | BATUTA
ANNOUNCES

2.5M

SERIES A ROUND

20M

Dan Sofer

5M

MAHMOUD KAYAL | WIKAYA
AND WEBTEB,
SELECTED AMONG TOP
STARTUPS IN
EUROPE BY WEBIT

100

Founder, Founders & Coders

TEACHING CODING
WITH FOUNDERS& CODERS
Founders & Coders, a UK based non-profit

The programme in Nazareth has attracted

organization, runs a tuition-free coding academy

international students from Italy, Hong Kong,

in London with hundreds of graduates in its track

South Korea, the US, the UK and of course

record. The Hub introduced Founders & Coders

Arab and Jewish locals. The growing Founders

to the Nazareth Cultural & Tourism Association

& Coders community has done wonders in

to help build digital skills among the local youth

Nazareth by building platforms for empowering

of Nazareth’s emerging tech ecosystem. The

Arab women, helping digitize 50 Arab local

Hub added further players into the partnership,

small businesses, building tools to enhance the

such as Microsoft and CISCO creating a stir in a

Nazareth tourism experience and helping Arab

formerly sleepy tech scene.

students make better career choices.

LONG-TERM

STRATEGIC

PROGRAMME
Impact

3
30+
COHORTS

INSPIRED GRADUATES

7
COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED

GO GLOBAL
PROGRAMME
The Hub's own "Go Global" programme has

for them to go to market. To overcome this,

been running for the past 5 years by the UK

the Hub has set ambitious goals to not only

Israel Tech Hub in collaboration with various

make the UK their destination to grow and

local and international partners. The project

expand globally, but also to become part of the

aims to work with the promising tech

Israeli economic mainstream. The Go Global

entrepreneurs from Israel’s Arab community

model selects Arab startups with high-growth

who have great potential but have difficulties

potential to participate in workshops to foster

competing in Israel's booming tech sector.

their ideas and develop their capacities using

Their lack of networks and connections within

local UK practices and expertise.

the mainstream tech economy make it harder

Impact

30%
85
WOMEN FOUNDERS

MEETINGS
WITH UK
COMPANIES

53

STARTUPS
PARTICIPATED
(OUT OF 80
OVERALL ACTIVE
IN THE SECTOR)

120
SESSIONS DELIVERED
LOCALLY AND IN THE UK

50
50 NEW UK JOBS
CREATED

35
BUSINESS LINKS
CREATED

18

19

IN THE FUTURE
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Thanks To Our Partners

Thanks To Our Supporters

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS

Department for
Digital, Culture,
Media & Sports

NEW
1HORIZONS

Each year we adapt our strategy to focus on the current tech trends

DEEPER COMMUNITY
2ENGAGEMENT

Through our UK-Israel partnerships were are able to connect ecosystems

GLOBAL TECH HUB
3NETWORK

and how the UK's innovation market gaps can be met with Israeli

bidirectionally. The UK has tremendous value to add to the Israeli market.

ministers, we will be expanding our reach by helping to set

technology. Next year we will be broadening our reach to include more
emerging. Disruptive technologies and new market needs.

QUANTUM
COMPUTING
FOR CYBER

AGING-TECH
INDUSTRY 4.0

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

BLOCKCHAIN

UK-ISRAEL TECH
SECONDMENTS
PROGRAMME

David Quarrey
HM Ambassador

take the mission of the UK Israel Tech Hub further, to some of

of engaging and immersive networking events to foster the conversation

the world's emerging tech hotspots, and work as a network,

on innovation between tech leaders and the tech community between

utilizing the best practices we've developed at the UK Israel

Londoners and Tel Avivians.

Tech hub and providing UK corporations with direct access to

ArabTech Digital Platform - Due to the lack of educational content

innovative teams on the ground.

community in Israel.

Haim Shani
Chairman

Following the success of our work and highly backed by

Shoreditch>TLV Tech Meetups - The UK Israel Tech Hub will host a series

will be launching an online platform that aims to accelerate the Arab tech

Department for
International
Trade

THE TEAM

up Tech Hubs across the globe. A new network of Hubs will

available on entrepreneurship and innovation in the Arab sector, the Hub

Foreign &
Commonwealth
Office

Ayelet Mavor
Director

Maor Chester
Digital
Solutions

Hadar
Huberman
Operations

Naomi
Friend
Digital
Projects

Dona Haj
Head of UK Office

Idan Fisher
Smart Cities
and Mobility

Michal
Kalef Cohen
UK Projects

Besan Abu
Abeid - Arab
Sector Projects

Samuel
Cronin
Healthcare
Innovation
Ayla TolosaKline
Content

info@ukisraelhub.com
ukisraelhub.com
@UKIsraelHub

Contact us

British Embassy Israel
UK in Israel

